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Ho yeah! It’s time to play golf again. I’m not sure

about you, but my time on the region’s courses over

the past couple of months has been rather limited to

say the least – the blistering heat and downright ghastly

humidity – not forgetting the almost constant threat of

a thunderstorm – has curtailed the frequency of my

golf outings to just one solitary round. But no matter.

Now that it’s getting cooler we can all look forward to

playing as much golf as possible – well, at least as

much as golf as our partners, wives, bosses and wallets

will allow that is.

One place you might consider trying is the brand

new SkyCity Nine Eagles Golf Course out at Chek

Lap Kok (Where Eagles Dare; page 16). It might

only have nine holes, but it’s perfect for a quick hit

after work. As we all know – and frequently moan

about – Hong Kong’s golf courses are pathetically

short in number, so the opening of Nine Eagles is

obviously a real boon. Try it. You’ll be impressed.

If you’re considering taking a longer break then

our cover story on golf in Hainan will appeal.

Unlike Hong Kong, Hainan has really blossomed

into a fully fledged golfing destination and the

island is now home to a score of fine courses. Indeed,

the quality of golf combined with the great value

offered makes it without doubt the most appealing

of all China’s provinces to visit. And it’s all only an

hour’s flight away.

Elsewhere in this issue we take you on a whirlwind

tour of Zhuhai’s courses and chat with Lee Parker,

one of the most respected pros in the industry. Plus

we get the skinny on golf club membership in China,

check out the latest equipment and reveal some great

golf deals with the SAR’s newest carrier, Hong Kong

Airlines.

It might have been a quiet last couple of months

golf-wise, but methinks that’s all about to change.

Alex Jenkins
Editor

It’s the
Season...
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ZHUHAI
Golf Guide
Great golf in China’s most laid-back city.

The Lakes Course at Lakewood Golf Club.

DELTA Golf
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ZHUHAI IS CERTAINLY NO STRANGER TO THE HONG KONG-BASED GOLFER.

Indeed, this picturesque corner of Guangdong, perched on the western banks of the

Pearl River, has become something of a mecca for those wanting to escape for a few

hours with clubs in tow – the regularity of the ferry service and the relatively short

travel time makes it one of the most hassle-free golfing destinations around.

But herein lies a problem. Because of its convenience, there aren’t too many golfers

who consider a longer stay. It is seen – and overwhelmingly so – as the place to go for

a one day getaway. This is a shame, because not only is the golf good enough to

warrant a multi-day trip, but thanks to Zhuhai’s continuing development and

prosperity, the city, which was recently voted one of the best places to live on the

Chinese mainland, makes for an interesting base with plenty to offer visitors in

search of more than just golf.

7ASIAN GOLF EXPLORER
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WHERE TO PLAY

Golden Gulf Golf Club

Troon / Turnberry Course

Yardage: 7,146. Par: 72.

Nairn Course Yardage: 3,742. Par: 36

Designed by Colin Montgomerie (IMG).

Often referred to as just GG (try repeating

Golden Gulf Golf Club a few times and

you’ll understand why), this is a fairly

recent addition to Zhuhai’s list of clubs

and arguably the most complete.

Supplementing the Colin Montgomerie-

designed 27-hole course is a well-

equipped – and stylish – clubhouse, while

the accommodation annex houses first-

rate rooms. The all turf driving range

and excellent short game area, meanwhile,

easily makes it one of the best places in all

of China to practice.

Located some forty minutes from

Zhuhai’s ferry pier, GG might not be the

most handily placed club in the region, but

it’s hard to find fault with the course: This

is a professionally designed and constructed

layout - there’s nothing Mickey Mouse

about it - and its general conditioning

compares favourably with the majority of

courses in Guangdong. The one criticism

that many Hong Kong golfers often lay at

GG is that, because it’s situated on pancake

flat terrain, the course doesn’t offer

superlative views of the surrounding

countryside and there’s little to differen-

tiate between the three nines. They claim

– shock! – that it’s a little bland. We don’t

particularly agree and think that the track’s

combination of wide landing areas, large

fairway and greenside bunkers and the

recurring presence of water make it a fine

strategic test. OK, so there are no sweeping

vistas to enjoy, but who cares about that

when you’re squeezing in your second

round of the day thanks to the club’s floodlit

third nine.

Getting There: 40mins by club shuttle bus.

Lakewood Golf Club

Lakes Course Yardage: 6,729. Par: 72.

Mountain Course Yardage: 6,912. Par: 72.

Both courses designed by J. Michael

Poellot.

There was a time, not so long ago,

when Lakewood was widely derided by

regular Zhuhai golfers. The problem, as

was the case with many Chinese courses

built during the misleadingly-named

boom years of the early 1990s (course

construction was booming; the number

of golfers wasn’t) – was money. Lakewood

didn’t have much of it, and as a result,

the two courses suffered through a lack

of upkeep, while the temporary club-

house – a ramshackle shed of a place –

remained a ramshackle shed of a place

because the club’s plans for a grand new

one never got off the ground. Now the

club is back with a bit of a bang. Although

the old clubhouse is still in use (a gleaming

new one will be ready in the New Year,

the club’s new management says), the

courses have been restored to their

former glory and it’s not a moment too

soon, because they’re really rather

enjoyable. The Lakes Course, the shorter

of the two J. Michael Poellot-designed

layouts here, ambles across nicely rolling

terrain and encourages you to really give

it a go off the tee – the diminutiveness of

the par-fives cause even weekend golfers’

eyes to light up. The superior Mountain

Course, which is normally only open to

the club’s members on the weekends (it’s

worth checking beforehand though – you

might get lucky), is one of the most

underrated courses in the province and

features pleasingly ample fairways,

strong bunkering, exciting changes in

elevation and some wickedly contoured

greens. With a little care and attention,

Lakewood could one day give some of

the better known clubs a good run for

their money.

Getting There: 20mins by club shuttle bus.

Pine Valley Sports & Country Club

Yardage: 7,050. Par: 72.

Designed by Bari Paoipio.

Gorgeous Pine Valley (see July Issue

of AGE) is arguably the most beautiful

of all Guangdong’s inland courses and

the perfect place to really kick back and

relax. Occupying hilly – and at times

downright mountainous – terrain, the

par-72 course affords jaw-dropping

views of the surrounding estate and

winds its way through ancient woodland

and around an enormous reservoir

(where you can get in some great fishing;

it’s filled with 50lb carp and smaller
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Golfing Zhuhai (clockwise from top right):
a friendly caddie; playing solo at Golden
Gulf; landscaping at GG; the signature
sixth on the Mountain Course, Lakewood;
the club’s rustic 19th hole; a spectacular
backdrop at the eighth.
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Nightlife + Attractions
Known locally as Pub Street (Zhou Bar

Gai), Zhuhai’s answer to Lan Kwai Fong
buzzes after hours and is home to an eclectic
mix of hole in the wall joints, stylish bars and
upscale restaurants serving both local and a
surprisingly wide variety of international
cuisine at very reasonable prices.

Zhuhai is famous for its natural hot springs,
and a trip to either the Imperial Hot Spring
Resort or the much larger Ocean Spring
Resort (www.oceanspring.com.cn)
located in the south of the region (a short taxi
journey from both Golden Gulf and Pine
Valley) is a relaxing way to spend an
afternoon. Ocean Spring also happens to be
one of the largest amusement parks in the
China and features Disneyland-like
attractions and rides, which might appeal to
those who are bringing children in tow.

Orientation
There are frequent ferry departures from

both the Hong Kong Macau Ferry Pier in
Sheung Wan and the China Ferry Terminal
in Tsim Sha Tsui (journey time: 1hr 10mins).
All of Zhuhai’s golf clubs provide a shuttle
bus from the Zhuhai ferry pier, but for those
intending on staying longer and exploring a
bit more of the region, the best bet is to book
a car and driver through whichever hotel
you’re staying in. Taxis, of course, are
cheaper but making yourself understood
could be a bit of a problem unless your
Cantonese is up to scratch. Unlike
Shenzhen, Cantonese is widely
understood and is still the
predominant language
amongst locals.

tilapia). Visiting Pine Valley, with ducks

and geese roaming its fairways, and with

no gaudy real estate or commercial

sprawl in sight, is really like entering

another world. Make no mistake, the

place is utterly delightful but it’s fair to

say there’s nothing particularly forgiving

about the golf course. This is an undeniably

strong challenge and requires almost

laser-like accuracy and decent ball-striking

the whole way around. Still, even if

you’re scorecard doesn’t look too easy

on the eye it’s hard not to enjoy your round

given the natural splendor of the

surroundings.

Getting There: 50mins by club shuttle bus.

Zhuhai Golf Club

Yardage: 7,050. Par: 72.

Designed by JGP.

Just five minutes from Lakewood, and

a twenty minute shuttle bus from the

Zhuhai ferry pier, lies Zhuhai International

– one of the oldest clubs on mainland China.

Established in 1985 – making it just a year

younger than the famed Palmer Course

at Chung Shan Hot Spring – ZIGC was the

brainchild of a Japanese conglomerate

whose aim was to build a fully-integrated

resort for the large numbers of Japanese

expatriates living in the region. While

their plans ended up being curtailed

somewhat, they did at least manage to

produce a delightful 18-hole layout and

spacious clubhouse. Because of its age,

the course has a definite maturity to it

and features many arrow-straight holes

flanked on either side by majestic trees.

Water plays its part as well, but most of

it is used aesthetically rather than

strategically. There are exceptions of course,

most obviously at the sixth and sixteenth

holes – a pair of of long, demanding par

threes that feature island-like greens. While

the clubhouse interior could do with an

overhaul – the restaurant’s wicker back

chairs and lively patterned carpets are an

ode to 70’s kitsch – ZIGC is certainly not a

bad choice, especially if played in conjunc-

tion with neighbouring Lakewood.

Getting There: 20mins by club shuttle bus.

Oriental links (clockwise from top left): Orient’s minimalist-
style clubhouse; deciding who has the honour on the first;

accommodation at Golden Gulf; Orient’s windswept course.

DELTA Golf
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Orient (Zhuhai) Golf & Country Club

Yardage: 7,270. Par: 72.

Designed by T.K. Pen.

Billed as a links course, Orient Zhuhai

is part of the Orient chain of golf clubs –

a Taiwanese company whose expanding

portfolio of courses stretch across the

Greater China region. Although Scotsman

would throw their hands up in despair at

such a description (don’t come here expect-

ing pot bunkers and gorse), it’s fair to say

that the course features a few similarities

to the rugged seaside

layouts of the British

Isles: Orient is dead

flat and because of its

proximity  to  the

mouth of the Pearl

River, the wind can

howl like a banshee.

Unlike proper links

courses, however,

Orient features water in abundance and

incorporates the use of twin fairways on

three holes. Its attractive landscaping of

flowers and other shrubbery further be-

lies its links-like categorization.

Nevertheless, Orient is certainly inter-

esting to play, and thanks to its conve-

nient location just twenty minutes from

the Zhuhai ferry pier – and only fifteen

minutes from the Macau border – is well

worth a visit.

Getting There: 25mins by club shuttle bus.

WHERE TO STAY

Situated within east reach of the cen-

tre of Zhuhai, the Harbour View Hotel

is a modern cream-coloured structure

and one of the city’s better local hotels.

Featuring spacious, well-appointed

rooms, many of which overlook the

Pearl River and the South China Sea, the

hotel also houses a decent array of

eateries, including the F1 bar which serves

a wide selection of beers. Executive rooms

and suites are also available. Another

excellent choice is the Grand Bay View

Hotel, another 5-star offering located

slap bang in the heart of the city, and

only a short drive to the Zhuhai ferry

pier. For those who prefer to stay in an

internationally-branded hotel, the Holiday

Inn – a spanking new glass and steel edi-

fice - features a great selection of accom-

modations and amenities.
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Troon / Turnberry : 7,146 : 72

Nairn : 3,742 : 36

 ( IMG )
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:  6 , 912 : 72

:  J. Michael Poellot.

—

(www.

oceanspring.com.cn)
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Links

Links
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Chock’s away: Nine Eagles might have opened
behind schedule, but it was worth waiting for.

NEW Course
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Wedged between Hong Kong
International Airport’s two runways, SkyCity
Nine Eagles is the territory’s newest course

– and a surprisingly fine addition at that.

 EAGLES DARE

15ASIAN GOLF EXPLORER
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 NEED TO KNOW

SKYCITY NINE EAGLES GOLF COURSE

Hong Kong International Airport

Booking Tel: +852 3760-6688

Par: 29. Yardage:

1,617 / 1,509 / 1,367

Course/Slope Rating (9x2):

56.0 / 95.0 / 55.6 / 86 / 54.0 / 87

Designed by Sandy Duggie, Urbis Ltd.

Walking course with trolley; caddies

(bag carriers) mandatory.

The course is floodlit for night golf;

open until 10pm.

Fairways: Salem Paspalum.

Greens: Sea Isle 2000.

GETTING THERE

By Car: Follow signs to Asia-World Expo.

By MTR: Shuttle bus available from

Tung Chung station. 10mins; advance

booking required.

From Airport: Shuttle bus available

from Terminal 2. 2mins; advance

booking required.

RESTRICTIONS

Open to airport users and airport staff

only.

After 6pm on weekdays/weekends +

public holidays: handicap certificate

required.

COSTS

9 holes (WD/WE & PH):

HK$320 / HK$390

18 holes (WD/WE & PH):

HK$520 / HK$640

Caddie Fee: HK$230

Note:

Fees apply to airport users with HKID

Additional charges for night golf

HK$70- 9 Holes

To be perfectly honest, my expectations

for SkyCity Nine Eagles Golf Course – the

brand new nine hole track out at Chek Lap

Kok – were not high. Upon first hearing of

the HK$100 million project some eighteen

months ago, my immediate reaction, like

that of many I spoke to, was: “Oh God, it’s

going to be another OGC.” In case you

never played it, OGC was an overgrown

cow pasture of a course that occupied a par-

ticularly unlovely corner of the former Kai

Tak runway. Billed as an executive course

(no executive in their right mind would set

foot on it) the place was exactly what Hong

Kong golfers didn’t need: an exclusive,

poorly maintained cabbage patch designed

– I can only guess – with the sole intention

of putting people off the game. It was dan-

gerous too – the fizz of golf balls rocketing

past your head from some skewed drive

(without any call of “fore”, of course) was

not an uncommon sound to those who had

the misfortune of playing there regularly.

I don’t think I would have really minded

about any of this, but they were selling

memberships for about the same amount

as a deposit on a 600sq foot flat in Tung

Chung. Its passing late last year, I think it’s

fair to say, saddened absolutely nobody.

Nine Eagles is nothing like OGC, and

I now feel like a bit of an idiot for ever

thinking it would be. This is a profes-

sionally run and constructed course,

which although short on length (1,671

yards, par-29 from the tips), is certainly

long on charm. OK,  some might be a bit

disgruntled at not being given too many

opportunities to wield that latest jumbo-

headed titanium driver around - the two

par-fours here measure a tad over 300-yards

but are soundly guarded to encourage a

rather more conservative strategy from the

tee – but for what it is, it’s really very good

indeed.

The course starts off in a fairly innocuous

fashion with a mere pitch of a par-three,

the idea being to allow players to ease

themselves into their rounds. Any thoughts

that that this is just a jumped-up pitch and

putt course are quickly dispelled by the

second hole – a meaty 150-yarder - however.

It looks straightforward enough but features

a turtleback-shaped green designed to

dismiss anything but the perfectly flighted

iron. The excitement really begins at the

third though, named “Sahara” on account

of the vast acres of sand that surround the

railroad tie-supported green. Again, it

only requires a flick with a wedge but

the narrowness of the multi-tiered putting

surface ensures pars are well-earned.

After Nine Eagles’ first par-four – the

water and bunker-laced fourth – and the

123-yard fifth, the course enters a cracking

stretch of holes, starting with the mighty

185-yard sixth and its well guarded green.

It’s on these longer par-threes that you

really get a sense of the wind, which, even

in the height of summer, provides some

respite from the furnace-like conditions

elsewhere in Hong Kong.

The next – the seventh with its island

green (in fact it’s Hong Kong’s only island

green, as the club has been proud to

mention in all their press literature) – is

the course’s so-say signature hole, and

while it’s exciting to watch your mid-short

iron (hopefully) sail over the water to the

wide putting surface, the best (and most

difficult) hole on the course is the eighth

– a 207-yard links-like par-three with its

five menacingly deep pot bunkers and

strongly contoured green. Nine Eagles

was designed by a Scot - Sandy Duggie -

so the naming of the eighth - “Sandy’s

Pots” – is highly appropriate.

With airliners roaring overhead every

couple of minutes, playing at Nine Eagles

can be a surreal experience. Especially at

night when the floodlights are in

operation. But herein lies one of Nine

Eagles’ very few faults. Whether or not

they were at max power I’m not sure, but

it’s not terribly easy picking out the flight
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Happy landings (clockwise from top):
a big rake job at the third; the green at
the par-four fourth is soundly
guarded; there’s no bail-out at the
seventh with its island green.
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of the ball under artificial illumination.

Also, searching for stray shots can be, quite

literally, a stab in the dark. The greens,

meanwhile, will take a little while to

bed-in fully, but when they do we’re sure

they’ll be excellent surfaces. However, these

are really quite minor gripes – and nothing

that should put off an early visit.

Off the course, Nine Eagles continue to

impress. Housed inside the small but com-

fortable clubhouse is a well-equipped pro

shop, a nicely decorated foot massage area

and a bar. But the real clincher is the club’s

Thai restaurant and outdoor barbeque. Even

if you’re not a golfer, sitting on the

verandah, which overlooks the ninth (a

delightful closing par-four), and delving

into a selection of tasty morsels from the

club’s kitchen is worth the trip alone.

Comfy clubhouse:
overlooking the fourth

and ninth holes, the
club’s verandah is the

perfect place for a
post-round pint.

AGE

OGC

OGC

Nine Eagles

Nine Eagles

OGC

1,671 29

Nine Eagles 

150

123 185

Nine Eagles

207

Par

 Links course 

 Sandy Duggie

Sandy’s Pots

SkyCity Nine Eagles Golf Course

 (852) 3760 6688

 29 1,617 / 1,509 / 1,367

Course/Slope Rating (9x2)

56.0 / 95.0 / 55.6 / 86 / 54.0 / 87

Sandy Duggie, Urbis Limited.

Salem Paspalum.

Sea Isle 2000

Asia-World Expo.

HK$320/

HK$390 HK$520/

HK$640  HK$230

HK$70 
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TOUR NEWS

Lefty’s Shanghai and Singapore Swings

For the first time in his stellar career, Phil Mickelson

will play competitive golf in Asia. In what is seen as

something of a coup for golf in the region, the world

number three will tee it up at the Barclays Singapore

Open (1-4 November) and then at the HSBC Champions

event the week after (8-11 November) at Shanghai’s

Sheshan Golf Club. Lefty’s announcement surprised

many observers of the game: aside from his annual

summer foray to the British Isles for the Barclays Scottish

Open and the Open Championship, the two-time Masters

champ rarely travels outside the United States. And while

hefty appearance money from both events is likely to be

the prime motivating factor behind his reason to play

over here, Mickelson’s event debuts will most certainly

add sparkle to two of the richest tournaments on the

continent. Although Mickelson’s Asian fans will be

delighted by the news, Tiger fans could be in for a

disappointment. The world number one has headlined

the first two editions of the HBSC Champions, and

although no official announcement has been made on

his participation this year, it has been mooted that the

thirteen-time major winner will be giving 2007 a miss.

Asian Tour’s Delta Visit

Good news for those who like watching

live golf. The inaugural Midea China

Classic will take place from the 13-16

September at the Nick Faldo-designed

Royal Orchid International Golf Club

near Guangzhou. Sanctioned by the

Asian Tour and the China Golf

Association, the tournament – the sixth

Asian Tour event to take place in China

this year – will feature some of Asia’s

top pros all vying for a slice of the US$400,

000 total prize purse. For more information

visit www.royal-orchidgolf.com or call the club

at +86 (0)757-2667-1999.

Right: PM and his grin are coming
to Asia. Below: Royal Orchid will

play host to the Asian Tour.

UPDATE
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COURSE NEWS

Better news for those

who like playing their

gol f  a f ter  hours  in

Dongguan. The Peter

T h o m s o n - d e s i g n e d

CITIC Changping Golf

Club  has introduced

floodlights on nine of

their twenty-seven holes

to allow golfers to hack

their way through to the

wee hours.

If you’ve got a handicap of 18 or less

you can enter the Macau Men’s Amateur

Open, which takes place from 12-13 Sep-

tember at Macau Golf & Country Club.

$700 for two tournament rounds and one

practice round (11 September). The

Macau Women’s Amateur Open takes

place from 19-20 September.

Enquiries: +853 2883-1555.

If you’ve ever dreamed of teeing it up

with the pros at the UBS Hong Kong

Open then now’s your chance. All you

have to have is a handicap of 3 or less

and then muster the skill to beat off a

Following the permanent closure of Masters Golf & Country Club last month, Guangzhou-based

golfers received yet more bad news following the recent announcement that both Lake Hope Golf

& Country Club in Foshan and Nanhu Golf & Country Club in the north of the city will undergo

extensive renovation and will be closed for the foreseeable future. Lake Hope, at least, is unlikely

to follow the same fate as Masters Golf however. Rumour has it that a well-known Hong Kong

developer has stepped into the breach and vowed to turn the club into a world-class golfing resort.

We’ll see about that at a later date.

host of HKPGA pros and the territory’s

top amateur players for one of the pre-

cious few spots on offer at the UBS

Hong Kong Open Qualifier, which takes

place at Fanling from 8-9 October.

Sounds easy, doesn’t it? Entries close on

14 September.

Enquiries: 2504-8659; www.hkga.com.

EVENT INFO

If you’re not quite at that level, then

never mind. Instead, you can join the

popular Golf 007 Tour, which takes place

at a different venue in Guangdong each

month and promises a great day out even

if your game has gone south.

Enquiries: 2187-3146 (ask for Judy) or

visit www.golf007.com.

Under lights: CITIC
Changping in Dongguan
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RETAIL OPENINGS

Whilst the wife’s spending madly in the Tsim Sha Tsui branch of Louis

Vuitton, cross Canton Road and check out Hong Kong’s newest golf shop, Golf

Mart. Situated on the corner of Peking Road, Golf Mart stocks a vast range of

the latest equipment and accessories and also features a large net for you to try

out any demo clubs that might take your fancy. The store is open from 11am-

8pm Monday thru Friday, 11am-7.30pm on weekends and public holidays.

2/F Chung Fung Commercial Building, Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui.

Tel: 2302-1901. Email: golfmart@biznetvigator.com

For the latest in Callaway and Pearly Gates’ trendy lines of

apparel, a visit to their new store in Central is a must. Conve-

niently located on the first floor of Entertainment Building, this

stylish outlet also sells a good range of accessories, including a

cool series of eyewear and other fashion must-haves.

Shop 1A, 1/F Entertainment Building, 30 Queen’s Road Central.

Tel: 2868-9776
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Over the past five years, this tropical island – famed
for its beautiful beaches and excellent seafood -
has exploded onto the Chinese golf scene.

Destination: 

REGIONAL Golf
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 HAINAN

Tropical retreat: the first at the Robert Trent
Jones Jr.-designed Yalong Bay Golf Club.

Image by Jacky
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Orientation
Given Hainan’s size – the island is
approximately 250km from north to
south, 150km east to west – it’s
possible to explore the best of Hainan’s
golf without too much fuss by hiring a
car and driver or by booking golfing
packages through respected agencies
such as Golf007 (www.golf007.com).
The main golfing centres are found
around the island’s capital Haikou in
the north, Boao in the east, and Yalong
Bay near Sanya in the south.

Hong Kong Airlines has direct daily
flights from Hong Kong to both
Haikou (1hr 15mins) and Sanya (1hr
20mins).

If you have time, a good itinerary is to
fly into Haikou and travel down the
east coast before spending a few days
golfing and hitting the beach in Yalong
Bay before flying out of Sanya’s
Phoenix International Airport.

Climate
The best time to visit Hainan is in the
dry autumn and winter months (Oct-
Apr) when the temperature hovers
between 17 and 24 degrees Celsius
and when there’s little threat of a
typhoon. Summers can be extremely
hot, humid and wet, although golf is
possible throughout the year.

here will be reminded of that other

Monty design in Guangdong province -

Zhuhai Golden Golf Club. Meishi is per-

haps not the most charismatic of courses

but it’s certainly convenient for those

flying into Haikou.

Wenchang Golf Club

Wenchang, Haikou City

Designed by Albert Chua

Yardage: 7,129 Par: 72

Beautiful Wenchang, situated about

forty five minutes from the city centre

on the island’s eastern seaboard, is cer-

tainly one of those courses you won’t

forget in a hurry. Narrow landing areas,

vast fairway and greenside bunkering

and water-guarded greens all add up to

make this a considerable test for players

of all abilities. Although the course lacks

Haikou
Meishi Mayflower International Golf Club

88 West Binhai Rd, Haikou City

Website: www.meishi-mayflower.com

Designed by Colin Montgomerie

Yardage: 7,252 Par: 72

This Colin Montgomerie-designed 18

hole layout, one of Haikou’s better

courses, is bordered by mature pine trees

and can be a brute of a track if tackled

from the tips. From way back there it

measures well over 7,200 yards so a drop

down to the whites will ensure a much

more enjoyable round for most. Built on

flat land to the west of Hainan’s capital,

the course offers nice views of the coast-

line and features huge bunkers and

enough water to keep even the best golf-

ers on their toes. Hongkongers who play

If, as the saying goes, a week is a long time in politics, then five years in modern

China is an absolute eternity. Up until the turn of the century, the only thing most

people knew about Hainan was the tasty chicken and rice dish that bares its name.

Understandable, given that the bulk of its GDP derived from fishing and agriculture

meaning foreigners, looking to make a quick buck or otherwise, had zero reason to

be interested in the place.

However, like in the rest of the economic miracle that is the Middle Kingdom of

today, vast change has swept through this tropical island situated off the southern

Guangdong coast, but not in the same way that has turned the mainland cities of

Shanghai, Beijing and Shenzhen into roaring industrial and commercial powerhouses.

Instead, Hainan has become the place to kick back and relax, the place to soak up the

sun and slosh around in the surf. Think of it, as the Chinese Tourism Politburo (or

whatever it calls itself these days) likes to, as the Hawaii of the Orient, just with less

oversized retirees attired in zany-coloured shirts.

Hainan’s transformation from isolated backwater to traveller haven has been

nothing short of staggering. Aided by massive government investment (and attractive

tax-free concessions for foreign developers) parts of the island – most significantly

along the southern and eastern seaboards – are now awash with luxurious hotels and

resorts, all catering for a diverse mix of Chinese and increasingly Asian and European

visitors. The Miss World beauty pageant made Hainan its home for the 2004 and 2005

grand finals and the Boao Forum for Asia - Asia’s version of the World Economic

Forum, which brings together leaders from across the continent – takes place on the

island every year. Golf, we’re delighted to say, has taken its place in the limelight as

well and the province is now extremely well-equipped to handle the demands of

travellers who come with the intention of teeing it up.
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Island holiday (clockwise
from top right): laid-back
surrounds at Sun Valley;
first-class accommodations
prevail on the island; the
imposing clubhouse at
Meishi Mayflower in
Haikou; hit the beaches in
the south; stop for a
coconut at Kangle.
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Beckoning BFA: this Graham Marsh-designed layout plays host
to the continent’s political elite at the annual Boao Forum Asia.
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significant elevation change, the difficulty

of Wenchang, like all coastal courses, de-

pends largely on the sea breezes, which

can get particularly strong in the afternoon.

An added feature of the course is the use of

irregular-shaped mounds and humps

around the greens. The course is also home

to one of the most dastardly par-fours in

China – the monster 498-yard sixteenth,

which features water and huge bunkers

aplenty.

Where to Stay: Located on the

coastal strip to the west of the city, New

State Guesthouse, despite its rather mis-

leading name, is a 5-star resort and a

good choice for those who want to com-

bine beach life and golf: it’s only ten

minutes from Meishi Mayflower Golf

Club. Wenchang Golf Club has a decent

array of rooms and suites in their ac-

commodation annex.

East Coast Region
BFA International Convention Center

Golf Club 

Dongyu Island, Boao, Qionghai.

Designed by Graham Marsh

Yardage: 7,129 Par: 72

Situated next to the sumptuous Boao

Sofitel hotel, this Graham Marsh-designed

resort course was built with the recreational

golfer in mind and is a beautifully mani-

cured palm-fringed layout that golfers

of all abilities will enjoy. Featuring huge

white-sand bunkers but little in the way

of elevation change, the course’s main

defense lies in its highly contoured

greens and the wind that blows in off

the sea during afternoon play. Certainly

not the most difficult course you’ll ever

play but surely one of the most attractive.

Another plus here are the caddies: they’re

among the most knowledgeable in China

and are highly adept at reading the tricky

putting surfaces.

Boao Golf Club 

Shapo Island, Boao Aquapolis, Qionghai

Website: www.boaogolf.com

Designed by Yuji Azuma

Yardage: 7,019 yards Par: 72

Undoubtedly the most challenging

course on the island, this is a wonderful

links track which calls for unerring ac-

curacy from the tee and a deft touch on

its small slick greens. To say that true

links courses are a rarity in Asia is some-

thing of an understatement so Boao Golf

Club is a definite ‘must-play’ during your

stay….but only if you’re playing well!

Like BFA, which is right next door, Boao

GC is made even tougher during windy

conditions and visitors can be forgiven

for thinking they had just been trans-

ported to the east coast of Scotland when

playing here. Travelling time from

Haikou International Airport to both

clubs is around one hour.

Where to Stay: The Sofitel Boao is

one of China’s truly great hotels and ex-

tremely convenient for those wanting to

stay within pitching wedge distance of BFA

and Boao Golf

Club. The hotel

is located on the

beachfront and

offers an array of

w a t e r s p o r t s

which might

come in useful if

you’re travelling

with non-golfers.

Wanning
Kangle Garden & Spa Golf Club

Xinglong Town, Wanning

Website: www.kangleresort.com

Designed by Robert McFarland

Yardage: 7,201 Par: 72

Situated about an hour’s drive north

of Sanya, the up-and-coming Wanning

district of Hainan is now home to a few

courses, of which Kangle, part of the ever-

expanding Hainan Airlines HNA resort,

is the oldest and still one of the best. The

clubhouse interior might be beginning to

show its age but this 18-hole course is a

wonderful tree-lined layout that is known

for its meticulous conditioning and offers

plenty of risk-rewards opportunities.

While the fairways are generous – some of

the holes feature a unique design concept:

twin fairways - golfers will have to avoid

the water which borders many of the holes.

Look out for the seventeeth – it’s a par-

three with an island green, reminiscent of

the famous seventeenth at the TPC

Sawgrass, home of the PGA’s Players’

Championship.

Wanning welcome: Kangle’s water-laced
seventeenth and starter’s hut.
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Sun River Golf Club 

Xinglong Town, Wanning

Website: www.kangleresort.com

Designed by Robert McFarland

Yardage: 7,235 Par: 72

The second course developed by HNA,

Sun River is one of the most enjoyable

courses on the island to play, and the

perfect place for the recreational golfer.

This is a course of two halves. The front

nine allows golfers to ease themselves

into the round, because of the nice wide

landing areas and large, generally flat

greens. But all this is a bluff, designed to

catch you off guard before playing the

much more testing back nine. Constant

elevation change, long carries over

water, large unforgiving bunkers, nar-

row fairways, small greens and blind

shots characterize this final stretch of

holes, and it’ll take all your concentra-

tion to master it in anything close to your

handicap.

Rubber Tree Golf Club 

Xinglong Town, Wanning

Website: www.kangleresort.com

Designed by Robert McFarland

Yardage: 7,201 Par: 72

This brand new course, the third in the

HNA Kangle stable, is arguably the tough-

est in southern Hainan for the recreational

golfer to play. Sited on undulating terrain,

the dramatic layout features narrow fair-

ways surrounded by unforgiving jungle-

like rough and ravines. Put simply, this is

one course where you have to keep it on the

fairways. Water, too, is very much in play,

so visitors should come armed with an

ample supply of balls. Although it’s un-

doubtedly challenging, Rubber Tree is also

a staggering beautiful track, because of its

magnificent natural setting. Watch out

where you play from though: from the

blue tees it measures in excess of 6,700 yards,

so a step down to the whites might be pref-

erable for first timers.

Where to Stay: The HNA Resort at

Kangle Garden houses some 700 rooms

and includes a plethora of other leisure

pursuits, including swimming pools, hot

springs, massage and ten pin bowling.

Dining options include a seafood

restaurant, a Korean restaurant and a

poolside barbeque.

Yalong Bay National
District (Sanya)
Yalong Bay Golf Club 

Yalong Bay National Resort, Sanya City

Website: www.yalongbaygolfclub.com

Designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr.

Yardage: 7,116 Par: 72

Hainan’s most famous course, this very

playable 18-hole layout, a thirty minute

drive from Sanya’s Phoenix International

Airport, was designed by legendary

American architect Robert Trent Jones

Jr., and has hosted numerous professional

tournaments since opening in 1999. Yalong

Bay is generally flat but features exciting

bunkering and plenty of water making it a

stern challenge in places, especially when

the wind picks up. Thousands of palm

trees dot the course and with Yalong

Bay’s beautiful crescent beach just a five

minute walk from the well-equipped

clubhouse, there’s a definite tropical feel

about proceedings here. Perhaps because

the club is so used to preparing for interna-

tional tour events, course conditioning is

usually second to none.

Sun Valley Golf Club 

Yalong Bay National Resort, Sanya City

Designed by JMP(Mark Hollinger)

Yardage: 7,875 Par: 73

Just a ten minute drive from the resorts

of Yalong Bay, Sun Valley Golf Club is one

of the most intriguing courses to have

opened in China in recent years. Part

desert-feel, part tropical-feel, this lengthy

par-73 layout lies on quite rugged terrain

and features some memorable holes, the

most famous of which is the 828-yard

par-six eighteenth – the longest hole in

the Middle Kingdom. Although it is long

and well-bunkered, the course is made all

the more playable by generally wide

fairways. Definitely worth a visit and its

proximity to Yalong Bay Golf Club means

that playing thirty-six holes in one day is a

distinct possibility.

Where to Stay: Yalong Bay is crammed

full of five-star hotels and resorts so you’re

really spoilt for choice when it comes to

choosing first-rate accommodations. The

Hilton Sanya Resort, situated on a sandy

stretch of shore at the western end of Yalong

Bay, has made waves since opening in 2006,

while the Sheraton Sanya Resort has an

equally enviable reputation. Despite not

being located slap bang on the beach

(although it does have beach access), the

Crowne Plaza Sanya is another fine op-

tion and boasts some of the best rooms in

Yalong Bay.

TO BOOK CALL + 852 2187 3146

AGE
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Heavenly Hainan (clockwise from top): Miss World at Yalong Bay;
don’t miss the fairway at Sun River; part desert feel, part tropical feel
at Sun Valley (2); view from the Sofitel Boao.
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The SAR’s newest carrier, Hong Kong Airlines, has launched a series of
affordable golf packages to cities across China and Vietnam. Equipped with
the youngest passenger fleet in the world (each of their next-generation
737-800s has come straight from the Boeing production line) and an ever-
expanding network, the carrier’s arrival is a welcome boost for golfers across
Hong Kong. Apart from adding an exciting list of new golf destinations for us
to try, the airline have committed themselves to not including golf bags as
part of the overall baggage allowance – hallelujah! No wonder they bill
themselves as the airline of choice for Hong Kong golfers.
For more packages and offers visit www.hkagolfvacations.com
or call (852) 2127 4677.

Airways
to Fairways…
With Hong Kong Airlines Golf Vacations
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KUNMING 
-Flight time: 2hrs 20mins.

Spring City ( ) Package:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip
flights; 2 rounds at Lake +
Mountain courses; club resort
stay; daily breakfast; one dinner;
airport transfer; 1 complimentary
round for Mon + Wed departure.

Golf doesn’t get any better than
at Spring City. The Nicklaus-
designed Mountain Course is a
breathtaking track that winds its
way through pine-clad
countryside, while the Lake
Course, a Trent Jones Jr. creation,
is a superb test featuring plenty
of water and elevation change.
Both courses are in routinely
superb condition.

From HK$4,290 ( twin-share).
From HK$4,290 (non-golfer;
includes spa package).

HK$1300 upgrade to business
class.

KUNMING 
-Flight time: 2hrs 20mins.

Sunshine ( ) +
Lakeview ( ) Package:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip
flights; 2 rounds at Sunshine +
Lakeview; Harbour Plaza Hotel
( ) stay; daily
breakfast, airport transfer.

Nick Faldo’s Lakeview is a
fabulously bunkered course
and offers great variety, while
the Trent Jones Jr.-designed
Sunshine offers spectacular
views of the surrounding
countryside. Both courses
benefit from that superb
Kunming climate, meaning
the playing surfaces are first-
class.

From HK$4,090 ( twin-share).
From HK$2,490 (non golfer).

HK$1300 upgrade to business
class.

GUILIN 
-Flight time: 1hr 20mins.

Merryland ( )
Package:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip
flights; 2 days unlimited golf;
club resort stay; daily breakfast;
2 club lunch; airport + club
transfer.

The pick of the courses in
beautiful Guilin, this rolling
course features plenty of water
and is part of the impressive
Merryland resort area, which
also includes a five-star hotel,
children’s theme park and a
variety of leisure pursuits for the
active traveller.

From HK$3,190 ( twin-share).
From HK$2,390 (non-golfer).

HK$1,800 upgrade to business
class.

NANNING 
-Flight time: 1hr 30mins.

Nanning Package:
3 days/ 2 nights; roundtrip flights;
unlimited golf at Gentle Uptown
( ) + Greenville (

) ; Jin Hua Hotel (
) stay; daily breakfast; access

to Gentle Uptown hot spring;
airport + club transfer.

Beautiful lakes and cavernous
greenside bunkering typifies the
five-star golf resort of Gentle
Uptown, while Greenville,
situated at the foot of Qingxiu
Mountain and along the banks
of Yongjiang River, occupies one
of the most dramatic locations of
any course in China.

From HK$2,990 (twin-share).
From HK$1,990 (non-golfer).

HK$1,900 upgrade to business
class.

*Prices exclude airport tax, security charge and fuel surcharge. Additional expenses for carts and
caddies may be required locally. Visit www.hkagolfvactions.com or call +852 2127 4677 for details.
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Still the best: Spring City in Kunming reigns supreme.

HK AIRLINES
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HAIKOU 
(Hainan Island )

- Flight time:1hr10mins.

Boao BFA ( ) /Sofitel:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at
BFA; Sofitel Hotel ( ) stay; daily
breakfast, airport transfer; access to hotel hot
spring and pool; 1hr foot massage.

BFA is a beautifully manicured Graham
Marsh-designed resort course featuring
generous palm-fringed fairways, spectacular
white sand bunkers and the imaginative use
of water. Undoubtedly one of the top resorts
in China; suits players of all standards.

From HK$2,290 (twin-share).
From HK $2,190 (non-golfer).

HK$1,600 upgrade to business class.

HAIKOU 
(Hainan Island )

- Flight time:1hr10mins.

Haikou Deluxe (Sheraton): 3 days / 2
nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at West
Coast ( )and Meishi ( );
Sheraton Hotel ( )stay; daily
breakfast; airport + club transfer.

West Coast GC is a an exciting water-laced
layout from the world famous Dye Design
Group, while Meishi Mayflower is a lengthy
Colin Montgomerie-designed track known for
its large greenside bunkering and excellent
playing surfaces.

From HK$2,780 (twin-share).
From HK$1,990 (non-golfer).

HK$1,600 upgrade to business class.

HANOI 
(Vietnam )

-Flight time: 2hrs.

Hanoi Package:
4 days / 3 nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at
King’s Island + Chi Linh Star; Zephyr Hotel
stay; daily breakfast; half day city tour;
airport, club + tourist spots transfer.

Perched on the shores of beautiful Dong Mo
Lake, King’s Island has two tracks: the
traditional-style Lakeside Course and the
newer, more modern Mountainview Course.
Chi Linh Star, meanwhile, is an excellent 18-
hole course featuring plenty of risk-reward
opportunities.

From HK$3,890 (twin-share).
From HK$2,990 (non-golfer).

HK$3,000 upgrade to business class.
Additional rounds: HK$760 (King’s Island)
HK$610 (Chi Linh Star).
Sheraton Hotel also available.

*Prices exclude airport tax, security charge and fuel surcharge. Additional expenses for carts and
caddies may be required locally. Visit www.hkagolfvactions.com or call +852 2127 4677 for details.
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Blinding bunkering: the BFA course at Boao features great swathes of white sand.
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QINGDAO 

- Flight time: 3hrs

Tiger Beach ( )+
Tian Tai ( ) :
4 days / 3 nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at
Tiger Beach + Tian Tai; club resort +
downtown hotel stay; daily breakfast; airport
+ club transfer.

Windswept Tiger Beach Golf Links, with its
pot bunkers and knee-high fescue, is
undoubtedly the most unique course in Asia,
one that wouldn’t look out of place on the
east coast of Scotland, while Tian Tai is a
more modern-style track situated at the foot
of mystical Mount Tai.

From HK$3,890 (twin-share).
From HK$2,690 (non-golfer)

HK$2,500 upgrade to business class.
Shangri-La Hotel upgrade available.

FUZHOU 

- Flight Time: 1hr 30mins

Fuzhou Package:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at
a choice of Trans Strait ( ), Fuzhou Hot
Spring ( ), Summit + Amai (

); Ramada Hotel ( )stay;
daily breakfast, airport + club transfer.

Fuzhou could be the best kept secret in Chinese
golf. All four of these courses are situated in
scenic surrounds and offer contrasting challenges
to the recreational player. Special mention,
though, for Trans Strait GC: a cracking Trent
Jones Jr.-designed links-style track, one of the
true hidden gems in Asian golf.

From HK$2,790 (twin-share).
From HK$1,780 (non-golfer).

HK$2,100 upgrade to business class.
Shangri-La Hotel upgrade available.

XIAMEN 

-Flight time: 1hr 35mins.

Kai Kou Package:
3 days / 2 nights; roundtrip flights; 2 rounds at
Kai Kou ( ); club resort stay; daily
breakfast; airport transfer.

This Greg Norman-designed thriller features
plenty of risk-reward features and breathtaking
challenges. Situated on hilly terrain, the course is
a definite test for players of all skill levels,
although the Shark has kept the fairways wide to
allow higher handicappers to enjoy themselves.

From HK$2,290 (twin-share).
From HK$1,590 (non-golfer).

HK$1,600 upgrade to business class.
Extend trip by one night (HK$600) and
enjoy unlimited golf on day 4.

*Prices exclude airport tax, security charge and fuel surcharge. Additional expenses for carts and
caddies may be required locally. Visit www.hkagolfvactions.com or call +852 2127 4677 for details.

EAST COAST DEALS

Closely kept secret: linksy Trans Strait Golf Club is an absolute gem.
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A Quick 18: LEE PARKER

There haven’t been many people better placed to witness
the development of golf in Hong Kong than Lee Parker.
Since arriving in the territory over three decades ago,
Lee has seen it all at first hand, firstly as a teaching pro at
the Hong Kong Golf Club in Deep Water Bay and then
later as director of golf at Clearwater Bay Golf & Country
Club. We caught up with Hong Kong’s most experienced
golf professional for this month’s Quick 18.

AGE: What attracted you to apply for the
job at the then Royal Hong Kong Golf
Club, and what was the application
process?

LP: The early 70’s was not a great time
to be in the UK, and while I had built up
a good coaching business at my home
club, economic necessity and ambition
got me looking around for ‘my own job’.
Also, I was a bit fed up with the weather
and as I had just married an Austrian girl,
the idea of finding pastures new over-
seas was not difficult. After looking for
work in the UK and Europe, without
much success, I saw an advert in Golf Il-
lustrated for a teaching position at Royal
Hong Kong Golf Club. That was in the
spring of ’75 and I met with Joe
Hardwick. Joe interviewed 6 from the
original 56 applicants and said he was
looking for a teaching pro to work at
Deep Water Bay and who was interested
in coaching and not tournament play.
He also stipulated that he wanted some-
one who was married with no children
and a non-drinker! After a second meet-
ing with the wives and Joe’s two young
daughters he told me that subject to
committee approval I had got the job. I
arrived in HK on 29th Oct 1975 and took up
residence at Deep Water Bay in December.

AGE: How long did you think you’d be in
Hong Kong?

LP: When I first arrived I thought five
to seven years.  My ambition was still to

be a club pro and in ’75 there was only
one in Hong Kong, which was about to
become available. By the end of the 70’s
though, Discovery Bay and Clearwater
Bay were becoming realities and I
guessed there would be opportunities
when they opened.

AGE: What were your impressions of the
state of golf in Hong Kong when you
arrived?

LP: Small but very active, and not
enough facilities.

AGE: What do you think of the state of
golf in HK today?

LP: Bigger and more active. Kau Sai
Chau has changed things immeasurably
for the better. There are still nowhere
near enough facilities for a rich city of 7
million. It would be great if their more
permanent ranges and full length nine
hole courses, which would introduce
more people, youngsters especially, to
the game. Clearly, building courses in
such a mountainous place as Hong Kong
is expensive, but you certainly don’t need
7000-yard ‘Championship’ courses to
make the game more available and less
costly. Golf doesn’t have to be a consid-
ered or be a rich man’s game, nor envi-
ronmentally damaging.

AGE: How do Hong Kong golfers differ
in their approach to learning golf as
opposed to, say, the English?

LP: Hong Kong golfers spend more
time on the range, making full swings,
less on course playing, because of the
lack of facilities. I sense that here there is
a belief that the game can be taught rather
than something that has to be learned;
being a physcomotorskill and not a sub-
ject like maths or physics.  Knowledge
first, then understanding and finally skill,
which is a product of ‘doing’.

AGE: What’s the most common mistake
you see amateur golfers make?

LP: Poor holding of the club and poor
aiming. Not ‘reading’ the lie of the ball
well and not choosing the right club or
type of shot for the ‘shot at hand’.

AGE: How important is custom club fitting
for amateur golfers?

LP: Very. Accurately fitted clubs im-
proves posture and therefore the ability
of the golfer to make a dynamically bal-
anced swing motion. A shaft that has the
weight and bending characteristics that
helps the golfer time the shot. Loft that
matches swing speed and maximizes
launch angle and carry, together with a
grip size that allows the golf to hold the
club effectively. Head design, blade, pe-
rimeter weighting, off set, non-offset. All
of these and much more can either help
or hinder the golfers ability to create the
ball flight and swing motion they are
looking for. The ball only reacts to golf
club! The golfer reacts to the golf ball!
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AGE: How often are you
playing nowadays?

LP: More than at any time in
the last 20 years. 70 rounds in
’06. Trying for more in’07; 3
times a week every week
would be great.  I love the game
and it’s endless challenges and
variety. The walking is great
exercise; always feel I have
played more when I’ve walked.
Driving around in a cart doesn’t
quite seem like golf to me.

AGE: What’s you’re lowest ever
round?

LP: I have shot 66 twice. The
first time at Batchwood Hall
and the second time around
the Old Course at Fanling.

AGE: What’s the biggest myth
in golf?

LP: That it’s a power game.
How can that be when 70% of
shots played are less than 100
yards long?  Clearly to play
golf at the highest levels you
have to hit the ball far enough,
but those who do play at the
highest levels all have unbe-
lievably good short games
and are excellent putters.

AGE: Favourite courses in
Asia?

LP: I enjoy courses where
the wind is a factor, so I would
have to go with Clearwater
Bay and the North Course at
Kau Sai Chau. The variety of
the three courses at Fanling is
unique and very special.

AGE: Favourite course in the
world?

LP:   Cruden Bay, near
Aberdeen, Scotland.

AGE: Favourite hotel in Asia?
LP: The Peninsula Hong

Kong.

AGE: What’s the most bizarre
thing you’ve seen on a golf
course?

LP: Two golfers coming to
blows after a near miss with a
golf ball and an ‘insincere’

Lee Parker Bio
Born in Stockport, Cheshire, England and grew up in St
Albans, Hertfordshire where he learned and played golf at
Batchwood Hall, a local public course where an annual junior
season ticket cost just one pound and ten shillings.
Lee turned pro there in October 1966 as a 15-year-old 8
handicapper, which meant working in the pro shop and
learning the ‘trade’: keeping the stock clean, doing club
repairs, selling balls, tees and gloves.  Received one lesson a
week from his boss and practiced before and after work,
picking up his own balls – on a practice green, not a driving
range. Watched his boss coach, and eventually started
teaching, which he found really enjoyable and especially
satisfying when his students improved.
In January 1971, Lee attended and qualified for PGA
membership at the PGA Training School in Lilleshall. It was a
2-week residential program – focusing on club repairs,
coaching, pro shop management and a playing ability test -
with a written, oral, and practical examination at the end.
He arrived in Hong Kong in 1975 and was installed at Deep
Water Bay as a teaching pro, where he stayed until 1982. Lee
was then appointed director of golf at Clearwater Bay, and
remained so until 2001. Lee is currently the regional director
of Asia for Henry-Griffitts Precision Cut Golf Clubs, the
director of training at the Hong Kong Professional Golf
Association and is a partner in the Golf School of Hong Kong
along with fellow pros Mark Smith and Vaughan Mason.

Playing Achievements
Hong Kong World Cup Representative in 1980 and 1983.
HKPGA Champion 1982.
Hong Kong Representative Dunhill Cup Asia-Pacific
Qualifiers in 1985.

Contact
To book a lesson with Lee contact him on 9126-1413
or email him at lee@thegolfschool.hk.

apology. Secondly, a golf cart
sliding gracefully, fully
loaded into a water hazard.

AGE: What do you hate to see
on the golf course?

LP: Junior golfers riding on
golf carts. Golfers who don’t
repair ball marks, replace
divots, repair ball marks,
walk up the front face of bun-
kers and slow golfers. De-
sign-wise I don’t like seeing
forced carries, which offer no
alternative shot to the green
or fairway.

AGE: If there were one rule
you could change, what
would it be?

LP: Prohibit the use of long
putters.

AGE: Who’s the best player
in the history of Hong Kong
golf?

LP:  I’ll give you two.
Firstly, Yau Sui Ming. He
beat David Graham, a US
Open Champion, around the
Old Course, St Andrews at
the 1985 Dunhil l  Cup.
Secondly, Jock Mackie who,
to the best of my knowledge,
is the only HK golfer to play
in the Open Championship -
Muirfield in 1959.

AGE: Dream fourball?
LP: Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, Joe

Hardwick and myself.

All Henry-Griffitts:
Driver
Fairway Wood
Rescue 3
Rescue 4
4 to 9 irons
PW 48 degrees
TW 52 degrees
SW 56 degrees
H-G Fit 2 Aim putter
Ball: Bridgestone Tour
         B330-S

Lee’s Bag

AGE
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AGE: For those who are unfamiliar with
golf club memberships in China, how does
one go about joining?

Sandia: There are two ways of buying
club membership in China. Firstly, you
can buy directly from the club, but only
if they haven’t already sold their quota
of memberships. If they have availabil-
ity then you can apply directly through
them. This is a usually a very simple

process, but the price of the membership
is fixed by the club. Alternatively, you
can buy on the second hand market when
someone who owns membership wishes
to sell. The price is generally less than
buying a first hand membership. If there
are many people trying to sell their
memberships of a particular club then
the second hand price of that club could
be as much as 50% cheaper than the club’s

original fixed price.
The only way to sell a membership is

through the second hand market. If the
seller holds a debenture then they can
request a refund of the debenture
through the club, but there are usually
many restrictions which apply. For
instance, many clubs will only refund
debentures if the seller has held mem-
bership for a minimum of ten years.

TO BUY OR
NOT TO BUY…
Considering joining a club in southern China? We sat down and
quizzed the nice folk at Sandia, Hong Kong’s membership experts.

Members only: at exclusive Xili.
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AGE: What is the current state of the club
membership market in China – does
demand meet the supply?

Sandia: If you consider China as a whole
then no it doesn’t. Take Shanghai for
example. While the number of local Chinese
who join clubs is increasing, the majority of
members are still foreigners – Taiwanese,
Korean, Japanese and even Hong Kongers.
However, in Guangdong, and the clubs
closest to Hong Kong in particular, the
situation is much better. Club management
has improved, which, along with the strong
economy, has encouraged more people to
buy memberships. In this region, demand
meets supply.

AGE: But why should anyone buy golf club
membership in southern China when the
majority of clubs are not strictly private
and allow visitors to play there?

Sandia: Not all the clubs are open to
the public seven days a week; indeed, a
few of the especially well-regarded clubs
won’t permit visitors to play at any time.
Also, many clubs reserve the weekends
for members’ play only. As a member of
a club, you have a number of special
privileges: no need to pay green fee, you
can make advance bookings and you can
invite guests. Golf club membership
symbolizes stature and many people buy
it for this very reason.

AGE: Many people look at buying golf
club membership as an investment.
Should it be treated this way?

Sandia: The membership market is not
like the stock market or the property
market, where it is easy to buy and sell.
First of all, there aren’t that many mem-
berships available for either buying or
selling on the second hand market. If you
want to sell a membership, it can take a
relatively long time to do so, because there
has to be a buyer. The process can take as
much as six months in some cases. Also,
you have to pay a transfer fee to the club
when you sell, which is usually
between 10-50% of the original
membership price. The number
one reason why people should
buy membership is if they love
golf. Then they can get full use
and enjoyment out of it. The price
of golf club memberships don’t
generally fluctuate a vast amount
over a short period of time. There
are some exceptions of course.

AGE: Care to name an exception?
Sandia: Macau Golf & Country Club

is a good example. Its current market
price is almost HK$500,000, which is
more than double what it was only two
years ago.

AGE: What about renting memberships.
What are the pros and cons?

Sandia: There are risks when you
consider renting a membership. Renting
a membership is typically limited to only
one or two years and you cannot extend it,
unless the owner  agrees to extend the lease
when the  contract expires. Therefore, if
you wish to rent for longer you need to
find another owner -or another club - and
pay another re-nomination fee. If you’re
likely to play a lot of golf then renting can
work out to be good value. But there can
be problems for people wanting to rent
out their own membership as well. Golf
clubs don’t regard renting as an official
method of membership and some clubs
have been known to block rentals by
rejecting re-nominations.

AGE: What is the advantage of using a
club membership agency such as Sandia?

Sandia: A reputable agency will firstly
help find either a buyer or seller and help
negotiate a price and the payment terms.
Furthermore, an agency will arrange all
the transfer documents so that you don’t
have to deal with the club. They will also
act as a consults and can advise which
clubs to consider depending on your cir-
cumstances and needs.

AGE: Rumour has it that a corporate
debenture at Hong Kong Golf Club will
cost over HK$8 million. Is this true?

Sandia: Well, there are very few cor-
porate debentures at the Hong Kong
Golf Club – less than two hundred out
of the total membership of around 2,
400 – and none are currently available
on the market. If one does become
available, however, we expect the price
– including the transfer fee – to be
around HK$8.4 million. The transfer
fee alone is over HK$1.6 million.

AGE: And there are people out there
willing to fork out that kind of money?

Sandia: Oh yes, corporations mostly.
There wouldn’t be much problem find-
ing a buyer, that’s for sure.

About Sandia
Originally established in Japan, Sandia is
Hong Kong’s oldest specialized membership
broker and has operated in the region since
1990. For a full list of current club membership
prices and more information visit their website
at www. sandia.co.jp/mship or email them
directly at sandiahk@sandia.co.jp

AGE

Minted in Macau: membership
prices have more than doubled
over the past two  years
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Nike Dri-Fit Tiger Woods Shirts  While everyone else sweated

their way around Southern Hills Country Club during last month’s ultra steamy

PGA Championship, Tiger Woods, sporting the new Nike DRI-FIT line of light-

weight polo shirts, was the epitome of cool as he notched up his thirteenth major

championship. “He’s incredible,” noted one of Woods’ playing competitors,

“not only does he play better than the rest of us; he doesn’t seem to feel the

heat as much as us either. When it’s as hot as it is here, that’s a huge

advantage.” Now released on general sale, you too can look the part in

the same four colours that Tiger wore during the tournament: blue

for Thursday, white for Friday, yellow for Saturday and, of course,

that trademark red for Sunday.

HK$680-HK$770. Call (86)755-2550-1361

or visit www.nikegolf.com

Tifosi This super-cool range of affordable eyewear, models of which

are available from branches of Royal Sporting House stores, don’t just look

great – they feature a whole bunch of nifty technology that golfers and non-

golfers alike will just love. Top of the list of features are extremely durable,

flexible and lightweight frames and shatterproof polycarbonate lenses, which

make them pretty much indestructible.

HK$259-HK$499. Call (852)2270-0730 or visit www.tifosioptics.com
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Yes! Golf: Abbie + Valerie  Yes! Golf is on something of

a roll (seriously, no pun intended). Not only is the brand, famed

for its C-Grooves which help generate more topspin on putts,

popping up in the bags of more and more tour pros, but the

Denver-based company is starting to introduce new models

at the rate of its larger competitors. And their latest release

– the Abbie – could be the best of the lot. Forged from 1025

carbon steel, the Abbie is a traditional cavity back blade

and offers an amazingly soft feel. Combine this with its classic looks

and you have one of the most beautiful putters in existence. The

manufacturer’s other new release is the Valerie, an attractive mallet-style

putter with a single sight line for easy alignment. Both models feature 2.5

degrees of loft and a lie angle of 72 degrees as standard.

Approximately HK$2,340(Abbie) HK$1,480 (Valerie).

Call (852)2889-1050 or visit www.yesgolf.com

TaylorMade Women’s
Burner Following the successful

launch of the TaylorMade Burner range

for men, the brand has introduced three

new Burner models for the ladies: a

driver, fairway wood and rescue hybrid

all decked out in a light blue colour

scheme. Each of these sleek new clubs

incorporates advanced technologies

developed, the manufacturer says, to

make it easier for women golfers to

swing faster and to launch the ball into

the air on a higher, longer-carrying

flight. Like the men’s version, the

women’s Burner range features a longer

lighter weight shaft than standard and

Winn grips.

HK$4,475 (Driver) HK$2,400 (Fairway)

HK$2,200 (Rescue). Call (852)2149-

3888 or visit www.taylormadegolf.com

Valerie

Abbie
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Derek Cheung
Canadian PGA

Asia Golf Club In-house Pro

Bunker Blues
Those

Rid

1

3

2

The backswing during a bunker shot should be in an upright

direction – take the club back almost outside the swing plane

(photo 2). On the way down you want to cut across the line

without turning your right hand over, leaving the clubface

open with the grooves facing towards you in the finish position.

Contact should be made as if the ball is sitting on top of a $100

bill (photo 3), awaiting your club head to BLAST IT OUT onto

the green. The club head should enter the sand at the edge of

the bill approximately 2 inches behind the ball. Always be sure

to follow through the ball and don’t decelerate. Confidence is

key when playing from bunkers, so remember to practice this

before your next game. Good luck!

A
 common error

in the bunker

for most golf-

ers is the set up. The first

thing that needs to be done

is to have an open clubface,

but be careful now; this is

when it starts to get tricky.

The leading edge of the

blade must be aligned with

the target; in order to

achieve this, your stance

must be aiming left and

open to the target (photo 1).

Widen your stance and dig

your feet into the sand as

this will ensure a solid base.

A s  f o r  l o w e r  b o d y

movement, your legs are to

be relatively ‘quiet’ while

your shoulders, arms, and

upper body rotate.

AGE
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